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Florence Nightingale Ways Into History
Florence Nightingale (1820-1910) is widely known as the heroine of the Crimean War and the founder of the modern profession of
nursing. She was also a scholar and political activist who wrote and worked assiduously on many reform causes for more than
forty years. This series will confirm Nightingale as an important and significant nineteenth-century scholar and illustrate how she
integrated her scholarship with political activism. Indispensable to scholars, and accessible and revealing to the general reader, it
will show there is much more to know about Florence Nightingale than the “lady with the lamp.” Although a life-long member of
the Church of England, Nightingale has been described as both a Unitarian and a significan nineteenth-century mystic. Volume 2
begins with an introduction to the beliefs, influences and practices of this complex person. The second and largest part of this
volume consists of Nightingale’s biblical annotations, made at various stages of her life (some dated, some not). The third part of
volume 2 contains her journal notes, including her diary for 1877, which is published here for the first time. Much of this material is
highly personal, even confessional in nature. Some of it is profoundly moving and will serve to show the complexity and power of
Nightingale’s faith. Currently, Volumes 1 to 11 are available in e-book version by subscription or from university and college
libraries through the following vendors: Canadian Electronic Library, Ebrary, MyiLibrary, and Netlibrary.
In this kids' biography, discover the fascinating story of Florence Nightingale, who cared for British soldiers during wartime as the
"Lady of the Lamp." Florence Nightingale was a pioneer of nursing at a time when women were discouraged from working outside
the home, especially in the field of science. She saved many lives both on and off the battlefield through implementing a new
standard of medical care, and by leading groups of nurses to improve conditions. In this biography for kids ages 8-12, learn all
about the inspiring story of Florence Nightingale--social reformer, statistician, and mother of modern nursing who bucked the social
norms of her day and changed the world.
These books provide a constructive, highly accessible and, above all, practical introduction to the teaching of Geography and
History in early years and primary settings. In particular, they prepare initial teacher training students to meet government
requirements for entry into the teaching profession. These are comprehensive guides to: o Geographical and historical knowledge
and understandingo Planning, teaching and class managemento Monitoring, assessment, recording, reporting and accountabilityo
General professional requirements>
The founder of the nursing profession discusses the image and the duties of the profession.
Florence Nightingale remains an inspiration to nurses around the world for her pioneering work treating wounded British soldiers
during the Crimean War; authorship of Notes on Nursing, the foundational text for nursing practice; establishment of the world's
first nursing school; and advocacy for the hygienic treatment of patients and sanitary design of hospitals. In Notes on Nightingale,
nursing historians and scholars offer their valuable reflections on Nightingale and analysis of her role in the profession a century
after her death on 13 August 1910 and 150 years since the Nightingale School of Nursing (now the Florence Nightingale School of
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Nursing and Midwifery at King's College, London) opened its doors to probationers at St Thomas' Hospital. There is a great deal of
controversy about Nightingale—opinions about her life and work range from blind worship to blanket denunciation. The question of
Nightingale and her place in nursing history and in contemporary nursing discourse is a topic of continuing interest for nursing
students, teachers, and professional associations. This book offers new scholarship on Nightingale's work in the Crimea and the
British colonies and her connection to the emerging science of statistics, as well as valuable reevaluations of her evolving legacy
and the surrounding myths, symbolism, and misconceptions.
Homes can be both comforting and troubling places. This timely book proposes a new understanding of Florence Nightingale’s
experiences of domestic life and how ideas of home influenced her writings and pioneering work. From her childhood homes in
Derbyshire and Hampshire, she visited the poor sick in their cottages. As a young woman, feeling imprisoned at home, she broke
free to become a woman of action, bringing home comforts to the soldiers in the Crimean War and advising the British population
on the home front how to create healthier, contagion-free homes. Later, she created Nightingale Homes for nursing trainees and
acted as mother-in-chief to her extended family of nurses. These efforts, inspired by her Christian faith and training in human care
from religious houses, led to major changes in professional nursing and public health, as Nightingale strove for homely,
compassionate care in Britain and around the world. Shedid most of this work from her bed after contracting the debilitating illness,
brucellosis, in the Crimea, turning her various private homes into offices and ‘households of faith’. In the year of the bicentenary
of her birth, she remains as relevant as ever, achieving an astonishing cultural afterlife.
Ways into History: Florence Nightingale tells the story of the famous nurse and her battle to make nursing a respected profession.
It also looks at why we remember Florence Nightingale today. In the Ways into History series, original illustrations and simple text
bring the past alive, while questions and activities encourage historical research and build up confidence and enthusiasm.
Florence Nightingale is famous as the heroine of the Crimean War and later as a campaigner for medical care founded on a clean
environment and good nursing. Suggestions for Thought, which contains the novel Cassandra, is a central text in nineteenthcentury history of feminist thought.
Exploring the life of the famous nurse, Florence Nightingale, from her childhood through to her final years, this text encourages readers to
discuss the unusual decisions which Florence made as a young woman, and how these led her to provide care during the Crimean War.
Florence Nightingale is remembered in history for the part she played in nursing wounded soldiers during the Crimean War and is often
credited as the founder of modern nursing.In this introduction, Lynn McDonald explores the social, political, and religious factors that formed
the original context of her life and writings, such as her faith in a secular world, the Crimean War, and the founding of a new profession,
before considering how those factors affected the way she was initially received. Finally, it turns to the intellectual and cultural afterlife of
Florence Nightingale.
“Extraordinary Nurses Throughout History” celebrates the amazing efforts of eight notable nurses, collected in honour of Florence
Nightingale's 200th birthday. Throughout history, many notable women have helped create and improve the practice of modern nursing that
we are all familiar with today. Since the first documented mention of professional nurses in approximately 300 AD, their contributions at times
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when nursing was much less well established are invaluable when studying how nursing has evolved throughout the ages. This fascinating
and insightful exposition of the lives and achievements of notable nurses will appeal to those with an interest in the history of nursing and
would make for a worthy addition to collections of allied literature. Chapters include: “Dorothea Dix”, “Mary Seacole”, “Florence
Nightingale”, “Clara Barton”, “Sarah Emma Edmonds”, “Linda Richards”, “Edith Cavell”, and “Violetta Thursten”, and also included is an
introductory essay entitled “Representative Women - The Free Nurse” by Ingleby Scott.
*Includes pictures *Includes excerpts of contemporary accounts *Includes a bibliography for further reading "I think one's feelings waste
themselves in words; they ought all to be distilled into actions which bring results." - Florence Nightingale "I may be compelled to face danger,
but never fear it, and while our soldiers can stand and fight, I can stand and feed and nurse them." - Clara Barton Today, nursing is one of the
most ubiquitous professions in the world, and images of war immediately call to mind nursing the wounded, but it was not long ago that such
ideas were relatively primitive. Indeed, schoolchildren are still taught about the revolutionary exploits of Florence Nightingale, the war nurse
who is often credited as the founder of modern nursing. As The Times wrote of Nightingale, "She is a 'ministering angel' without any
exaggeration in these hospitals, and as her slender form glides quietly along each corridor, every poor fellow's face softens with gratitude at
the sight of her. When all the medical officers have retired for the night and silence and darkness have settled down upon those miles of
prostrate sick, she may be observed alone, with a little lamp in her hand, making her solitary rounds." Florence Nightingale first came to
prominence during the Crimean War in the middle of the 19th century when she helped organize efforts to treat wounded soldiers, and the
image of her doing rounds among those she treated at night became extremely popular in Europe, but her efforts extended far beyond the
scope of battle. In time, she came to found the first secular nursing school, at St Thomas' Hospital in London, and with that she began to
transform nursing into an actual profession. Perhaps not surprisingly, in conjunction with nursing, Nightingale was a social reformer who
advocated for the advancement of women in all areas of life, from healthcare to poverty, and she bolstered her work with voluminous writings
on behalf of her causes. The Civil War is often considered one of the first modern wars, and while technology affected what happened on the
battlefield, technology and new methods also improved the way soldiers were cared for away from the front lines. Civil War medicine is
understandably (and rightly) considered primitive by 21st century standards, but the ways in which injured and sick soldiers were removed
behind the lines and nursed were considered state-of-the-art in the 1860s, and nobody was more responsible for that than Clara Barton, the
"Florence Nightingale of America." Barton had been an educator and clerk before the Civil War broke out in 1861, but almost immediately,
she went to work attempting to nurse injured Union soldiers and ensure army hospitals were properly supplied. By 1862, she was shadowing
Union armies near Washington to bring supplies, clean field hospitals, and directly nurse wounded soldiers herself. In short order, she was
recognized as the "Angel of the Battlefield." In the wake of the war, she gave speeches about her experiences and even went abroad to serve
in a similar capacity during the Franco-Prussian War, and eventually she brought back the tenets of the International Red Cross to found the
American Red Cross. Under her leadership, the organization would assist not just during wars, but also during natural disasters and other
humanitarian crises, roles that the American Red Cross continues to fulfill today. Florence Nightingale and Clara Barton: The Lives and
Careers of History's Most Influential Nurses chronicles two of the most famous women of the 19th century. Along with pictures of important
people, places, and events, you will learn about Florence Nightingale and Clara Barton like never before.
Florence Nightingale is best known as a woman of action—a founder of modern nursing, a reformer in the field of public health, and a pioneer
in the use of statistics. What is not generally appreciated is that Nightingale was deeply engaged in the religious and philosophical thought of
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her time and that the primary aim of her life was not to reform social institutions but to serve God. Although Nightingale gave primacy to her
spiritual life, few of the books written about her have done so, and, until recently, few of her own writings about religion have been published.
This failure to attend to Nightingale's spiritual life began to change during the 1980s, most significantly with the 1994 publication of
Suggestions for Thought, her own presentation of her religious views. At the heart of The Friendship of Florence Nightingale and Mary Clare
Moore are forty-seven letters written by Nightingale to Moore—her "Dearest Reverend Mother"—the founding superior of the Roman Catholic
Sisters of Mercy in Bermondsey, London; ten letters written by Moore to Nightingale; and five letters written by Nightingale about Clare to
other Sisters of Mercy. These letters illustrate the personal lives and spiritual struggles and aspirations of two highly influential women in
Victorian England: one working to achieve military and governmental reforms, the other designing and implementing new church-related
services to the poor-both bound together by their devotion to those who were neglected, by nursing and other skills, by mature Christian faith,
and by their engaging affection for one another.
History.
A sweeping global history that looks beyond European urban centers to show how slavery, colonialism, and war propelled the development of
modern medicine. Most stories of medical progress come with ready-made heroes. John Snow traced the origins of London’s 1854 cholera
outbreak to a water pump, leading to the birth of epidemiology. Florence Nightingale’s contributions to the care of soldiers in the Crimean
War revolutionized medical hygiene, transforming hospitals from crucibles of infection to sanctuaries of recuperation. Yet histories of
individual innovators ignore many key sources of medical knowledge, especially when it comes to the science of infectious disease.
Reexamining the foundations of modern medicine, Jim Downs shows that the study of infectious disease depended crucially on the
unrecognized contributions of nonconsenting subjects—conscripted soldiers, enslaved people, and subjects of empire. Plantations, slave
ships, and battlefields were the laboratories in which physicians came to understand the spread of disease. Military doctors learned about the
importance of air quality by monitoring Africans confined to the bottom of slave ships. Statisticians charted cholera outbreaks by surveilling
Muslims in British-dominated territories returning from their annual pilgrimage. The field hospitals of the Crimean War and the US Civil War
were carefully observed experiments in disease transmission. The scientific knowledge derived from discarding and exploiting human life is
now the basis of our ability to protect humanity from epidemics. Boldly argued and eye-opening, Maladies of Empire gives a full account of
the true price of medical progress.
Florence Nightingale is famous as the “lady with the lamp” in the Crimean War, 1854—56. There is a massive amount of literature on this
work, but, as editor Lynn McDonald shows, it is often erroneous, and films and press reporting on it have been even less accurate. The
Crimean War reports on Nightingale’s correspondence from the war hospitals and on the staggering amount of work she did post-war to
ensure that the appalling death rate from disease (higher than that from bullets) did not recur. This volume contains much on Nightingale’s
efforts to achieve real reforms. Her well-known, and relatively “sanitized”, evidence to the royal commission on the war is compared with her
confidential, much franker, and very thorough Notes on the Health of the British Army, where the full horrors of disease and neglect are laid
out, with the names of those responsible.
Florence Nightingale was for a time the most famous woman in Britain–if not the world. We know her today primarily as a saintly character,
perhaps as a heroic reformer of Britain’s health-care system. The reality is more involved and far more fascinating. In an utterly beguiling
narrative that reads like the best Victorian fiction, acclaimed author Gillian Gill tells the story of this richly complex woman and her
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extraordinary family. Born to an adoring wealthy, cultivated father and a mother whose conventional facade concealed a surprisingly
unfettered intelligence, Florence was connected by kinship or friendship to the cream of Victorian England’s intellectual aristocracy. Though
moving in a world of ease and privilege, the Nightingales came from solidly middle-class stock with deep traditions of hard work, natural
curiosity, and moral clarity. So it should have come as no surprise to William Edward and Fanny Nightingale when their younger daughter,
Florence, showed an early passion for helping others combined with a precocious bent for power. Far more problematic was Florence’s
inexplicable refusal to marry the well-connected Richard Monckton Milnes. As Gill so brilliantly shows, this matrimonial refusal was at once an
act of religious dedication and a cry for her freedom–as a woman and as a leader. Florence’s later insistence on traveling to the Crimea at
the height of war to tend to wounded soldiers was all but incendiary–especially for her older sister, Parthenope, whose frustration at being in
the shade of her more charismatic sibling often led to illness. Florence succeeded beyond her wildest dreams. But at the height of her
celebrity, at the age of thirty-seven, she retired to her bedroom and remained there for most of the rest of her life, allowing visitors only by
appointment. Combining biography, politics, social history, and consummate storytelling, Nightingales is a dazzling portrait of an amazing
woman, her difficult but loving family, and the high Victorian era they so perfectly epitomized. Beautifully written, witty, and irresistible,
Nightingales is truly a tour de force.
When a young nurse dies on her watch, Florence Nightingale must uncover the deep-hidden secrets someone will kill to keep buried. It is
1853. Lady of the Lamp Florence Nightingale has just accepted the position of Superintendent of the Establishment for Gentlewomen During
Temporary Illness in London. She has hardly had time to learn the names of the nurses in her charge when she suddenly finds one of them
hanging in the Establishment’s library. Her name was Nurse Bellamy. Florence’s mettle is tested by the dual goals of preserving what little
reputation her hospital has and bringing Nurse Bellamy’s killer to justice. Her efforts are met with upturned noses and wayward glances
except for her close friend and advocate inside the House of Commons, Sidney Herbert. As Florence digs deeper, however, her attention
turns to one of the hospital investors and suddenly, Sidney becomes reluctant to help. With no one but herself to count on, Florence must
now puzzle out what the death of an unknown, nondescript young nurse has to do with conspiracies lurking about at the highest levels of
government before she’s silenced too. For fans of Anne Perry and Laurie R. King comes No Cure for the Dead, the rich and enthralling
series debut from Christine Trent.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
Doing Gender in Media, Art and Culture is an introductory text for students specialising in gender studies. The truly interdisciplinary and
intergenerational approach bridges the gap between humanities and the social sciences, and it showcases the academic and social context
in which gender studies has evolved. Complex contemporary phenomena such as globalisation, neo-liberalism and 'fundamentalism' are
addressed that stir up new questions relevant to the study of culture. This vibrant and wide-ranging collection of essays is essential reading
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for anyone in need of an accessible but sophisticated guide to the very latest issues and concepts within gender studies. 'Doing Gender in
Media, Art, and Culture' is an indispensable introduction to third wave feminism and contemporary gender studies. It is international in scope,
multidisciplinary in method, and transmedial in coverage. It shows how far feminist theory has come since Simone de Beauvoir's Second Sex
and marks out clearly how much still needs to be done.'........Hayden White, Professor of Historical Studies, Emeritus, University of California,
and Professor of Comparative Literature, Stanford University, US
Praise for Small's earlier work on Nightingale: 'Hugh Small, in a masterly piece of historical detective work, convincingly demonstrates what
all previous historians and biographers have missed . . . This is a compelling psychological portrait of a very eminent (and complex)
Victorian.' James Le Fanu, Daily Telegraph Florence Nightingale (1820-1910) is best known as a reformer of hospital nursing during and after
the Crimean War, but many feel that her nursing reputation has been overstated. A Brief History of Florence Nightingale tells the story of the
sanitary disaster in her wartime hospital and why the government covered it up against her wishes. After the war she worked to put the
lessons of the tragedy to good use to reduce the very high mortality from epidemic disease in the civilian population at home. She did this by
persuading Parliament in 1872 to pass laws which required landlords to improve sanitation in working-class homes, and to give local
authorities rather than central government the power to enforce the laws. Life expectancy increased dramatically as a result, and it was this
peacetime civilian public health reform rather than her wartime hospital nursing record that established Nightingale's reputation in her lifetime.
After her death the wartime image became popular again as a means of recruiting hospital nurses and her other achievements were almost
forgotten. Today, with nursing's new emphasis on 'primary' care and prevention outside hospitals, Nightingale's focus on public health
achievements makes her an increasingly relevant figure.
A simple introduction to the life and work of Florence Nightingale, the nineteenth-century English woman considered to be the founder of
modern nursing.
Winner of the Elizabeth Longford prize for Historical Biography 'Engrossing' Claire Tomalin / 'Superb' Sunday Times / 'A triumph' Daily Mail
Whether honoured and admired or criticized and ridiculed, Florence Nightingale has invariably been misrepresented and misunderstood. As
the Lady with the Lamp, ministering to the wounded and dying of the Crimean War, she offers an enduring image of sentimental appeal and
one that is permanently lodged in our national consciousness. But the awesome scale of her achievements over the course of her 90 years is
infinitely more troubling - and inspiring - than this mythical simplification. From her tireless campaigning and staggering intellectual abilities to
her tortured relationship with her sister and her distressing medical condition, this vivid and immensely readable biography draws on a wealth
of unpublished material and previously unseen family papers, disentangling the myth from the reality and reinvigorating with new life one of
the most iconic figures in modern British history. 'Enthralling' Guardian 'Excellent' Spectator 'Hugely readable' Lancet 'Gripping and faultless'
Observer, Books of the Year 'Remarkable. A subtle, scholarly and immensely readable portrait. Scrupulous, thoughtful and clear-eyed. A
masterly achievement' Financial Times 'It will not be superseded for generations to come' Sunday Telegraph
The founder of modern nursing comes to life in this accessible biography for young readers. Born and raised in a wealthy family, no one
expected Florence Nightingale to grow up to do dirty work. But she found her life's calling after witnessing firsthand the atrocious conditions at
hospitals in the mid 1800s. Where everyone else saw unavoidable chaos, Florence saw opportunity for order. She developed strict standards
of hygiene and established extensive nurse training. Her new systems significantly lowered death rates and revolutionized the healthcare
landscape of her time. When she was thirty-eight years old, Florence contracted Crimean fever and remained homebound for the rest of her
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life. She continued to fight for nursing reform and sanitary conditions, working from her bed as she met distinguished guests and published
papers. This informative entry in Adler's well-known series contains biography, facts, and history accompanied by charming illustrations.

A simple series that follows the KS1 history curriculum topics and introduces history at a level that really works.
"This is the first biography told from a post-feminist perspective, about one of the world's most famous women. Born into Victorian
Britain's elite, a brilliant, magnetic teenager decided to devote her life to becoming a nurse. By creating a career for women that
empowered them with economic independence, Florence Nightingale stands among the founders of modern feminism"-Has there ever been someone who accomplished so much and at the same time thought less of herself? Before she had even
turned forty, Florence Nightingale was the darling of the British public, the heroine of the Crimea. She could have sailed home to
England and comfortably dined out on her fame for the remainder of her long days. Instead, she conducted a ruthless post-mortem
on every moment of her wartime service and found herself entirely wanting. She did not try to hide her mistakes; instead, she
sought to broadcast them so that everyone would understand what happens in unsanitary medical facilities. She could well have
slid into self-pity and inertia, yet she spent the next several decades campaigning for reforms. One hundred and fifty years ago,
the respect we now have for nurses and the intense training that nurses must undergo was nothing but a seed in Florence
Nightingale's imagination. If we believe that nurses are some of the most respectable and hardworking people in our community,
we owe that belief to Florence Nightingale. But she never took the credit. As an old woman of seventy-seven, she deflected all her
accomplishments onto God with the words, "How inefficient I was in the Crimea! Yet He has raised up Trained Nursing from it!"
Now in its Ninth Edition, this full-color text combines theoretical nursing concepts, step-by-step skills and procedures, and clinical
applications to form the foundation of the LPN/LVN course of study. This edition features over 100 new photographs, exciting fullcolor ancillaries, end-of-unit exercises, and extensively updated chapters on nursing foundations, laws and ethics, recording and
reporting, nutrition, fluid and chemical balance, safety, asepsis, infection control, and medication administration. Coverage
includes new information on cost-related issues, emerging healthcare settings, concept mapping, malpractice, documentation and
reporting, HIPAA, and more. All Gerontologic Considerations sections have been thoroughly updated by renowned experts.
Most people know Florence Nightingale was a compassionate and legendary nurse, but they don’t know her full story. This
riveting biography explores the exceptional life of a woman who defied the stifling conventions of Victorian society to pursue what
was considered an undesirable vocation. She is best known for her work during the Crimean War, when she vastly improved
gruesome and deadly conditions and made nightly rounds to visit patients, becoming known around the world as the Lady with the
Lamp. Her tireless and inspiring work continued after the war, and her modern methods in nursing became the defining standards
still used today. Includes notes, bibliography, and index.
Florence Nightingale Florence Nightingale is usually thought of for her work in the Crimean War, where, as the "Lady with the
Lamp," she tirelessly nursed wounded soldiers at all hours of the night and day. But while these two years were a significant part
of her life, she was also much more. She was a daughter and sister who consternated her family by refusing to accept the role
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Victorian society assigned her. Later, she completed groundbreaking work in the fields of public health and statistics and wielded
her vast influence to affect important reforms. Inside you will read about... - Nursing Dolls and Dogs - Leading a Double Life Travel and Depression - Heading to the Crimean War - More than the Lady with the Lamp - Final Years and Death And much
more! Florence Nightingale is considered the founder of modern nursing, and her ideas continue to resound in the field of
healthcare even today. Though she certainly had faults, her life is a fascinating story of courage and determination.
First published in 1914, “Florence Nightingale to Her Nurses” contains a selection of addresses given by Nightingale to the
probationers and nurses of The Nightingale School at St. Thomas’s Hospital. Florence Nightingale (1820–1910) was an English
social reformer, statistician, and pioneer of modern nursing. She became famous during the time she served as manager and
trainer of nurses during the Crimean War, giving nursing a positive reputation and becoming a Victorian culture icon. Also known
as "The Lady with the Lamp", she was an accomplished writer who produced a large corpus of work related to medical knowledge.
Offering a unique insight into the mind and work of one of the most famous nurses in history, “Florence Nightingale to Her Nurses”
is not to be missed by those with an interest in Florence Nightingale and how she shaped the face of modern nursing over a
century ago. Other notable works by Florence Nightingale include: "Notes on Nursing: What Nursing Is, What Nursing is Not"
(1859), "Suggestions for Thought" (1860), and "Una and the Lion" (1871). Read & Co. are republishing this volume now in a
modern edition complete with an introductory from “Beneath the Banner, Being Narratives of Noble Lives and Brave Deeds” by F.
J. Cross.
Florence NightingaleFranklin Watts
This book explains who Florence Nightingale was, and the work she did. Her role in the hospitals at Scutari during the Crimean War is looked
at, together with the campaigning she did in Britain for better health care. Complete with photos, paintings, glossary and index.
In Florence Nightingale’s day, if a person was sick – and lucky – he or she was nursed at home with caring family members tending the
bedside. Hospitals were horrible places from which few emerged alive. The nurses were often drunks and prostitutes. Doctors had
rudimentary skills. Thus the privileged Nightingale family was appalled when Florence, who had done her share of household nursing,
announced that she wanted to train to work in a hospital. After all, her role was cut out for her: she was to be a decorative, witty lady. A
career, much less nursing, was out of the question. It took many years, but Florence found her calling in Crimea. More English soldiers died
of sickness there than died in battle. If they were wounded they were almost sure to suffer in misery, lying on pallets caked with old blood,
hungry and thirsty, without anyone to offer them so much as a sip of water. Florence caused a revolution in her insistence for cleanliness,
wholesome food, and kind treatment of men, who were considered to be nothing more than cannon fodder. Florence’s campaign resulted in
reforms to health care for millions of people. Although she was in frail health for much of her life, her sense of outrage and her extraordinary
stamina in the face of prejudice and almost criminal ignorance make her story one of the most inspiring in history. Dozens of photographs,
posters, and cartoons bring the past to life in this memorable biography.
First published in the year 1857, the present book 'Wonderful Adventures of Mrs. Seacole in Many Lands' was written by Mary Seacole. As
evident from the title, this is a fictional novel of women's adventures.
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Ways into History: Florence Nightingale tells the story of the famous nurse and her battle to make nursing a respected profession. It also
looks at why we remember Florence Nightingale today. It includes a timeline of key events, buildings and inventions that changed holidays
over the years at the back of the book. In the Ways into History series, original illustrations and simple text bring the past alive, while
questions and activities encourage historical research and build up confidence and enthusiasm. The series encourages Key Stage 1 readers
aged 5+ to begin to think like a historian and look for clues in descriptions and pictures that will help them answer questions about the past.
The books include 'Talk About' sections that encourage readers to describe events or what people might have thought or felt at the time.
Teaching and literacy notes help teachers and parents get the most out of the curriculum links in these books in a classroom or at home.
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